Traxall LineStat

Satellite Pig Tracking
& Notification System

Track Pigs on Your Cell Phone! - CDI LineStat, our innovative satellite-based service, is a
state-of-the-art system that will send notification of pig passages and other events right to
your iPhone, Blackberry, cell phone, or any other email or SMS text message device.
The LineStat System - The TRAXALL SR100 GPS Satellite Radio, a low earth orbit global
satellite network, and our own in-house Data Center comprise the LineStat system.
The only missing link is your email device!
The SR100 Radio is a small, lightweight unit that can operate up to three years on
a single set of lithium batteries. It is easily attached to our popular pig tracking and
detecting products, including the TRAXALL 770 and 720, CD52 Bandit, and CD47
Above Ground Marker (AGM). These products be either customer- specified with
a LineStat system straight from our factory, or easily retrofitted with special
LineStat adapter kits.
How LineStat Works - When an event occurs, the SR100 Radio transmits the
triggering system GPS coordinates to a Globalstar Satellite. The information
is beamed to CDI’s Data Center where a detailed notification message is processed and relayed
to you. This message includes local time, GPS position, and an overhead satellite image of the system’s
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present location. A Google Maps link to the job location is also provided!
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Rent or Purchase - CDI offers a fixed, predictable, and affordable pricing structure for your LineStat service. Each satellite radio
is purchased one time. Satellite messaging service is provided for a fixed period of two to five years. Month-to-month fees
to a third-party satellite provider are not necessary; CDI handles all of the back-end details for you so that you can do your work
without the hassle of a monthly billing cycle or reoccurring cost justifications to management.

RETROFIT YOUR CD52 BANDIT,
TRAXALL 770, OR CD47 AGM
WITH AN ADAPTER KIT!

ANYWHERE, ANYTIME,
ANY PLACE – YOU’RE
ASSURED WORLDWIDE
COVERAGE WITH LINESTAT
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